Given graphs
( ),
with all vertices from jth-copy of H. This paper discusses some characterization and exact values for metric dimension of edge-corona from a connected graph not tree G with an arbitrary nontrivial graph H.
Introduction
Throughout we use simple graph and finite graph. Given a graph ( ),
let G V be a vertex set of G and let G E be an edge set of G.
For a further reference, we can see Chartrand et al. [2] .
For an ordered set { } The results by Chartrand et al. [2] are used in this paper to mention the research on metric dimension of graphs obtained by operation of graphs.
Previous researches on metric dimensions of corona graphs have been done, for example, by Iswadi et al. [5] and Yero et al. [7] . In [4] 
Results
We begin with the following: 
following hold: 
which is a contradiction.
(c) We suppose that .
We will present that
with . t s ≠ There are four cases to be considered:
Using (a), we conclude that there exists a vertex
. ,
There are two subcases:
U is a resolving set for .
It is known that U is a resolving set for .
is not the same as ( ). 
We recall a well known lemma below to present a consequence of Theorem 3. We note that n m K , is a complete bipartite graph of order , n m + m K is a complete graph of order m, and n K is an empty-graph of order n.
Lemma 4 [2] . Given a connected graph G, order of G is 
